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Organization Name/Abbreviation Index
MS-01.
Use Case name
BPEL Data Manipulation Options
Description
This is a Technical Use Case designed to illustrate various options for manipulating data with BPEL.   Technical Use Cases are designed to clarify the BPEL specification and do not necessarily have workflows associated with them.

The following options are illustrated:
	Variable initialization

Assignment of string, numeric, boolean and date values
Assignment of variables by copying other variable’s values
Sample XPath calculations
Working with array structures

The sample BPEL markup appears in the Abstract BPEL section of this document.
Original Submitter
John Evdemon
Contact Name
John Evdemon
Contact Email
jevdemon@microsoft.com
Public (check one)
I do NOT wish my Use Case to be public [ ]

 If the Use Case is made public: 
          Remove my email address [ ]
          Remove my organization's name/references [ ]
Related Issues
Loosely related to Issue 90, although external files are not used in any of these examples.
Non-functional requirements and assumptions
N/A
Typical preceding flow
N/A
Typical following flow
N/A
Begins When
N/A
Actors
N/A
Pre-Conditions
N/A
Ends when
N/A
Post-Conditions
N/A
Alt-Postcondition-1
N/A
Alt-Postcondition-2
N/A
Diagram (optional)

N/A
Abstract BPEL (optional)

Since this Use Case illustrates multiple data manipulation options, this section is divided into multiple sections.
Variable initialization example – This example illustrates how to initialize a variable with XML.  The XML structure <invoice1> will be copied to the header section of the invoice variable.
<assign>
<copy>
<from>
<invoice1 xmlns=”namespace…”>
<name>Joe Smith</name>
<address>
<street>123 Main</street>
<city>Nashville</city>
<state style=”US”>TN</state>
<zip style=”US”>12345</zip>
</address>
<item>1234567890</item>
<quantity>25</quantity>
<price currency=”USD”>150.25</price>
<shipper loc=”US”>837259327</shipper>
</invoice1>
</from>
<to variable=”invoice” part=”header”/>
</copy>
</assign>
Assignment of string, numeric, boolean and date values – This example illustrates how to initialize a variable with specific data types.  
Strings – note the string expression must include single quotes within double quotes.  (XML syntax requires the double quotes while the single quotes are used to identify the value as a string literal.)
<assign>
<copy>
<from expression=”’This is a string sample’”/>
<to variable=”sample” part=”stringsample”/>
</copy>
</assign>
Numerics – note the expression does not include single quotes because we want the value to be interpreted as a numeric (the double quotes are still required by XML syntax).
<assign>
<copy>
<from expression=”5000”/>
<to variable=”sample” part=”numericsample”/>
</copy>
</assign>
Booleans – this example uses XPath’s false()function to initialize a flag to indicate if a user’s credit limit has been exceeded.  The Boolean value can also be generated by an expression that returns true or false.  Once again, single quotes are not used since the value should not be interpreted as a string.
<assign>
<copy>
<from expression=”false()”/>
<to variable=”sample” part=”overextended”/>
</copy>
</assign>
Dates – while this example works with dates in their typical timestamp format, many vendors will provide XPath extensions to format or otherwise work with date values.
<assign>
<copy>
<from expression=”’2004-03-27T13:00:00’”/>
<to variable=”sample” part=”sampledate”/>
</copy>
</assign>
Assignment of variables by copying other variable’s values – This example illustrates how to initialize a variable by copying the value of another variable.    This example is available in the BPEL specification (see section 9).  The first copy statement illustrates how to copy an entire variable.  The second example illustrates how to copy only the address section from the c1 variable into the c3 variable.
<assign>
<copy>
<from variable=”c1”/>
<to variable=”c2”/>
</copy>
<copy>
<from variable=”c1” part=”address”/>
<to variable=”c3”/>
</copy>
</assign>
Sample XPath calculations – This example illustrates how to perform a calculation.  The BPEL expression bpws:getVariableData is used to retrieve a value from the qty section of the po variable.  The value is then increased by 500 and copied to the sample output variable.
<assign>
<copy>
<from expression=”bpws:getVariableData(‘po’, ‘qty’, ‘/header’) + 500”/>
<to variable=”sample” part=”newqty”/>
</copy>
</assign>
Working with array structures – Arrays are represented in XML Schema by setting the maximum occurrence (maxOccurs) to “unbounded”.  The examples listed here are for guidance  only – there may be other options for array manipulation that have been omitted.
Note that many vendors offer XPath extensions that make working with arrays much easier for the developer.  
Selecting a specific element – this example illustrates how you can select a specific element from within an array (in this case, the first item from a list of items that may appear on a purchase order).  .
<assign>
<copy>
<from variable=”c1” part=”items” query=” po/details/orders/order[1]/itemnumber”/>
<to variable=”itemno”/>
</copy>
</assign>
Cycling through all elements in an array – you will usually need to set up a loop and an index variable to walk through an entire array.  This simple example illustrates one possible approach for doing this.  In this example an integer variable named “indx” is used to loop through the array.  

The first step builds a dynamic XPath statement that contains the current value of the “indx” variable.  The second step uses the dynamic XPath to retrieve the necessary data from the array and populate a variable.
<assign>
<copy>
<from expression=”concat(‘/po/details/orders/order[’, bpws:getVariableData(‘indx’), ‘]/itemnumber’”/>
<to variable=”xpath”/>
</copy>
<copy>
<from expression=”bpws:getVariableData(‘c1’, ‘items’, bpws:getVariableData(‘xpath’))”/>
<to variable=”itemno”/>
</copy>
</assign>
Executable BPEL (optional)

N/A
Sample WSDL (optional)

N/A


